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SOPRASEAL XPRESS G decreases the number of installation steps by
combining several products in one, increasing productivity on site.
SOPRASEAL XPRESS G is an air and vapor barrier used on walls. It is
factory-laminated with modified bitumen adhesive onto inorganic faced,
grade exterior grade gypsum board (paper free).

The first ABAA-evaluated assembly

Conforms to NFPA 285, Passes ASTM E2357

Fewer installation steps

Perfect solution for flameless installation at low temperature

Self-sealing around screws

(Factory-laminated membrane to sheathing)

RELATED PRODUCTS

ELASTOCOL STICK &
ELASTOCOL STICK ZERO primers
Used to prepare surfaces before 
the installation of self-adhesive 
membranes to seal the joints 
betweenn panels

SOPRASEAL STICK 1100T in cut rolls
Used for sealing of various openings

SOPRASEAL SEALANT
Used to seal wall details

SOPRASEAL XPRESS G

THICKNESS Membrane : 6 mil (0.15 mm)
Panel : 1/2 in (12.7 mm) or 5/8 in (15.9 mm)

DIMENSIONS 4x8 ft (1.2 x 2.44 m)

SURFACE Tri-laminate woven polyethylene

UNDERFACE Gypsum

BITUMEN SBS modified
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SOPRASEAL
XPRESS G

®

AIR/VAPOR BARRIER FACTORY-LAMINATED
ONTO EXTERIOR GRADE GYPSUM BOARD

WALL SYSTEMS
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If you have any questions about this product or its installation, 
please contact your SOPREMA representative.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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Coat all surfaces that will recieve 
the self-adhesive membrane with 
ELASTOCOL STICK or ELASTOCOL 
STICK ZERO.

To ensure thorough adhesion, complete 
the application by firmly pressing in the 
membrane with a smoothing roller.

Secure panels using SOPRASEAL 
XPRESS G SCREWS.

To seal the joints between panels, 
cover all panel joints with 6 in (150 
mm) wide SOPRASEAL STICK 1100 T 
membrane strips.

The installation is completed.

Install SOPRASEAL XPRESS G panels 
horizontally onto studs.
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